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Mosby, 2012. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in
Perfect Condition. A+ Customer Service! Summary: Whether
you're new to medical coding or transitioning from ICD-9-CM to
ICD-10-CM/PCS, Medical Terminology and Anatomy for ICD-10
Coding helps you prepare to code accurately and effectively
using the ICD-10-CM/PCS code set with a complete
understanding of relevant medical terminology and anatomy.
Coding certified (CCS, CPC) and approved AHIMA ICD-10-CM/PCS
Academy Trainer Betsy Shiland makes unfamiliar medical
language more approachable, and carefully sequenced medical
terminology lessons help you understand the vastly increased
anatomy necessary for accurate coding, including the locations
of hundreds of arteries, muscles, nerves, and other anatomy.
This unique resource also includes engaging in-book exercises
and interactive online resources, giving you the review and
practice you need to reinforce your comprehension and
confidently prepare for the coding workforce. Terminology
coverage specific to ICD-10-CM/PCS familiarizes you with the
terms and definitions you'll encounter most frequently in coding
practice. Anatomy and physiology content helps you accurately
interpret medical reports to code effectively in ICD-10-CM/PCS.
Pathology terms are organized by disease and disorder
classification so you can practice locating information just as
you will when coding with ICD-10-CM. ICD codes provided for
pathology terms and...
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This book is definitely worth acquiring. I have go through and so i am certain that i will likely to read through again
again in the future. Its been printed in an exceptionally basic way in fact it is only a er i finished reading this
publication in which actually altered me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Andr es B a shir ia n-- Andr es B a shir ia n

Comprehensive guide for publication fanatics. This really is for all who statte there had not been a well worth reading
through. I discovered this ebook from my dad and i encouraged this book to find out.
-- La cy Goldner-- La cy Goldner
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